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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the design for a small scale of Ultrasonic Level Detector (ULD). 
The main parts of the ULD are Ultrasonic Transmitter and Receiver, Level Processor, 
Serial Communicator and Visual Basic 6.0 software. A microcontroller; PIC16F877 and 
PIC16F84A are used for the data processing and serial communication. All the circuits 
used for ULD and the source codes are included in this thesis. Some experiments are 
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
Ultrasonic Level Detector (ULD) has been used for everyday-life applications as well 
as in industrial applications. In industry, the ULD is mounted on the top of the tank. So 
that it can sense the product level via the voltage different to the microcontroller which 
is also known as PIC. The sonar transducer would emit a sound wave to the product 
surface in the tank. The sound wave will be reflected by the surface of the solid or 
liquid. This type of sonar is technically known as echo. The receiver transducer will 
receive this echo as shown in Figure I. From the output intensity of the receiver, the 
PIC would be able to signal the operator when the surface level is at HIGH, MEDIUM 
or LOW. The display using Light Emitting Diode (LED)'s on the instrument are used as 
indicators and the operators can observe the level via software display. 
Figure 1: The application ofULD 
I 
This project is carried out in three main steps. The understanding on the circuit diagram 
of ULD is very crucial. This is followed by the development of the C programming or 
assembly language for PIC16877 microcontroller to indicate the detected level using 
LED's. The communication to a computer is done using Visual Basic program via a 
serial communicator. 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
ULD is one of the devices that are used to detect the level of solid or liquid in a storage 
vessel. Current application is already can fulfill the plant requirement to be a product 
references especially for solid or grain product. However, for the sake of research, more 
improvements need to be done for some crucial circumstances during production. In 
addition, this device is also used as one of the control loop element for vessel like a 
buffer tank or product storage silo. 
The study on the ultrasonic level detector and the improvement needed was started with 
the development of the device. Then, the further studies on the previous and demand for 
the current ULD requirement. Therefore, by improving the existing system and 
hopefully that this new version of ULD can give the better result according to its 
trustworthiness, reliability and accuracy. 
1.3 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF STUDY 
The objectives to improve the ULD are as follows: 
1. To increase the efficiency of the signal transmission from the ultrasonic driver 
to the receiver according to solid and liquid applications. 
n. To increase the accuracy of level detection in order to make it as a reference 
point for plant production estimation. 
Therefore, this instrument needs to be developed by following the commercial aspect 
for the plant requirement. As a result, the understanding on the operation of plant 
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management system and the structure of PIC microcontroller are required. The study on 
the computer-device communication is also required to complete this project. 
After completing the ULD prototype, the commissioning procedure needs to be carried 
out to verify the reliability of the ULD. 
There are several development steps in completing this project. They are as follows: 
1. The operation of the overall system. 
n. The electrical circuitry and the lay out of the instrument. 
111. The development of assembly language or C code for microcontroller. 
1v. The communication with a computer for monitoring purposes. 
The Gantt chart shown in Appendix A is a guide in completing this project. 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2.1 OVERALL DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM 
This instrument should fulfill the current plant requirement. This will enable the plant 
operation and production run smoothly. The block diagram in Figure 2 shows the 
overall design ofthe system. 
,--
Vesseliiank 
Figure 2: Overall concept of the design 
2.2 ULTRASONIC WAVE CHARACTERISTICS 
The ultrasound velocity is 380 meter per second (m/s). The echo is the reflection of the 
sound from the transmitter. The mean frequency for the ultrasound is 20 kHertz (kHz). 
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It also involves with the refraction and interference characteristics. The sound direction 
of motion is in longitudinal or transverse modes. 
The frequency, f, in Hz can be defined as the number of oscillation per second and it is 
illustrated using a simple continuous wave shown in Figure 3 [1]. 
Amplltu~e 
" Vibra!lon 
!'---- Vme~;,..,tna .. cond 
Figure 3: A simple continuous wave 
The relationship between the wavelength, )., velocity, v, and frequency, f, of a signal is 
shown in equation 2.1 
(2.1) 
This equation is a simple physics equation and it is used as a fundamental concept for 
this project. 
2.3 SOLID AND LIQUID CHARACTERISTICS 
The solid is considered to be polyethylene pallets from the process area. This pallet's 
size is 0.4 em in diameter. The pallets are white in color. It may also contain of small 
amount of ethylene concentration during in storage vessel. The liquid is considered as a 
less in concentration of ethylene gas and other chemical gases (less than I mol). This is 
because; the liquid vapor and temperature characteristics can influence the result. 
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2.4 OPERATION OF ULTRASONIC SENSOR 
An ultrasonic either generates ultrasound from another form of energy is a transmitter 
or converts ultrasound into another form of energy is a receiver. Compressional 
ultrasound can be produced and detected using many techniques. Some of the detectors' 
technique can be very simple and some of them are quite complex. Therefore, depend 
on these techniques, it could be used for various type of application especially for the 
level and flow measurement. The techniques are monostatic and bistatic mode. These 
two techniques will be discussed later in the next section. 
2.4.1 The Transmitter and Receiver 
The term of monostatic and bistatic are sometimes used in relation to transducers. If the 
transducer is being used only as a transmitter or only as receiver it is known as 
monostatic. The term of bistatic is used for a transducer that is used for both actions 
which are transmitter and receiver. However, in this project, a monostatic transducer is 
modified to be a bistatic transducer in order to meet the plant requirements. These terms 
can be clearly viewed in Figure 4 [1]. 
(a) 
Figure 4: Monostatic and bistatic transducers (a) Monostatic transmitter and 
monostatic receiver (b) Bistatic transmitter/receiver 
Other ultrasonic sensors have separate transducers. This might be very costly but it has 
several advantages; for example it becomes easier to test and characterize the transducer 
before installation and for maintenance purposes or replacement during the services. 
However, it depends on the applications that are requested by the users. Commonly, the 
monostatic mode is used in order to measure the flow in a pipeline. This is because, the 
flow is measure by measuring the voltage different from the transmitter to the receiver. 
However, for level measurement, the bistatic mode is more applicable. 
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2.4.2 The Basic Features of the Beam Light 
The beam profile generated by an ultrasonic transducer is determined by interference 
(diffraction) phenomena between the Huygens' wavelets. The generation of a beam of 
compressional ultrasound by a circular plane pistons radiator excited by a signal 
constant amplitude. This situation is particularly relevant to many piezoelectric 
transducers and also good for many others [ 4]. The basic features of the beam profile 
are illustrated in Figure 5. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5: Interference effects (a) The basic feature of the beam profile 
(b) Interference effect in the near field. 
lil~""'" 
\!J,;l,\i 
The simple model shows that the near field changes into the far field at a distance N 
from the transducers face given by 
D' -A.'= D'f N ==--_:_:_ 
4A. 4V 
(2.2) 
where; N is distance of field from the face, D is diameter (meter) of the face, f is 
frequency (Hz), Vis velocity (m/s) and). is the wavelength (meter) [1]. 
2.4.3 Ultrasonic Sensor's Insertion Loss 
The insertion loss is a relative measure of a transducer's energy conversion efficiency. 
The insertion loss [2] is the decreasing in dB, of the amplitude of the amplitude of the 
received signal compared with amplitude of the input signal and it is given by 
E 
InsertionLoss = 20log-' dB 
E, 
(2.3) 
where; E; is the input voltage of the transducer and E, the voltage of the received pulse. 
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2.5 THE OPERATION OF PIC16F877 MICROCONTROLLER 
PIC16F877 shown in Figure 6 is a high-performance FLASH microcontroller that 
provides engineers with the highest design flexibility. In addition to 8192x14 words of 
FLASH program memory, 256 data memory bytes, and 368 bytes of user Random 
Access Memory (RAM), PIC16F877 also features an integrated 8-channel 10-bit 
Analogue-to-Digital converter. Peripherals include two 8-bit timers, one 16-bit timer, a 
Watchdog timer, Brown-Out-Reset (BOR), In-Circuit-Serial Programming™, RS-485 
type Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) for multi-drop data 
acquisition applications, and 12C™ or SPJTM communications capability for peripheral 
expansion. Precision timing interfaces are accommodated through two Command 
Control Processor (CCP) modules and two Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) modules 
[6]. 
POIP 
~- I '\._,) 40 ~-- Rm.PGI> RM!/Ail(j- 2 39 
- RIIOIPGC 
AA11AN1-... 3 M -All$ 
~h(e, ......... 4 31 
--~ll'l!r.- $ ~ -R93PGN IWtmCI<I- e 35 
---~- 7 ~ 34 -...Ret ~- $ ., - R80i1HT REtAV~- ~ 32 _.,.. 
A£~7- II,) £; 31 _,, .,.,.,_ 
" 
1.1. ~ ~--RDTIPSP1 we_ 12 
"" 
19 
- ROoliP$!'8 QSC1t(t.KIN-~ 13 .... ,. ~--~e~::::i 14 ~ '11 
--
RO).if10SOJT1Q(I ......_ IS Ill 
- IWI'IRl<IOT 
RCIII"IOSI'CCP2 -~ .. 2S -RONXJCK 
~·:~ IT 24 - RCSISOO 
--
.. ~ ~- RCA/$01'$1>A ROOIPSPO- 19 22 
- R03JP$P3 
RD1fPSPt ·-[ !)) 21 J-lm2PS1'2 
Figure 6: Microcontroller 16F877 
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2.5.1 The Overview on the PIC16F877 Microcontroller File Register 
The data memory is partitioned into multiple banks which contain the general purpose 
registers and the special function registers. Bits RP 1 and RPO are the bank select bits, 
these bits are found in the STATUS register (b6 & bS). 
As shown in Figure 7, each bank extends up to size of 7Fh (128 bytes). The lower 
locations of each bank are reserved for the special function registers. Above the special 
function registers are general purpose registers, implemented as static RAM. All 
implemented banks contain special function registers. Some "high use" special function 
registers from one bank may be mirrored in another bank for code reduction and quicker 
access. Noted that there are 16 general purpose global registers, these registers can be 
accessed from the assignation of the pins [ 6]. 




01h $~h 10111 11!1h 
O:lh 82h to:!> 1<211 
0311 ss:' JOSh Wh 
04h 84h 104h 1S<h 
OSh 85, lOll> l!llh 
(l6h ~ tOO> 1!eh 
07b 87h llllh 167h 
OSh Slth lll!ih 1SSh 
Q!lh SPh 101!> 11111h 
QA' SAh tOM 18Ah 
CliO 8llh JOSh leeb 
001 8Cil 10Ch 1i!CI> 
001 SOh 100h 10 
llE> 8Eh 10Eh 11!eh 
OFh I>Fh 10Fh 1SF> 
!Oh OOh 110h 1<Ch 
11h 9th lllh 1~1h 
l:lh llZh 112h 1S'.!h 
13h I)S,I) 113h lll:lb 
14h 94h 114h 19<h 
15h Q5h 1115!1 1001 
ltlh 95h 116h 
-
!Th 9Th GeMI>l 11Th """""' 
mil 
ISh GSh !e IISh ee 1ileh 19h 9te 119h l~h 
IAA GAb liM 
'""' 18'> 11Bh IIBh 1!1Bh 
!Ch 8Cil 11th 19Ch 
lOll 80h llCh 11l0h 
1Eil 9Eh llEh nell 
1fh llfh 11Fh 19Fh 
:ron A~' 1XII 1;011h 
GEM<.sl General $:;"""' 
-











70h-7Fh 7Qh.1Fh 1'011-1Fh 
7Fh FFt!- 17Fh tFFh 
Figure 7: PIC16F877 register map file 
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2.5.2 Overview of 8-Channel to 10-Bit Analog-Digital Converter (ADC) 
At first, it appears that the PIC 16F877 has 8 built-in ADCs, but this is not the case. 
Figure 8 shows a simplified block diagram of the analogue-to-digital converter module, 
clearly there is only one I O-bit ADC which can be connected to only one of eight input 
pins at any one time. 
1: Righljus@ed, 0: lefl]urtifi~d 1


















Figure 8: Simplified block diagram of the PIC16F877 ADC module 
As shown in Figure 8, the input analogue channels AN4.0 are shared with port A, and 
channels AN7. 5 are shared with port E. If less than eight analogue channels are 
required, then some of the pins can be assigned as digital I/0 port lines using PCFG3.0 
bits. For example, if PCFG3.0 = 0010 then AN4.0 are configured as analogue inputs, 
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while AN7.5 are digital (portE free), with Yoo used as the reference. The ADCON 1 
register is shown in Figure 9 to configure the functions of the port pins. These port pins 
can be configured as analog inputs (RA3 can also be the voltage reference), or as digital 
vo. 
2.5.3 ADC Module In PIC16F877 Microcontroller 
To set up the PC16F877's analogue to digital channel, AID module which has four 
registers need to be configured which are as follows: 
• AID Result High Register (ADRESH) 
• AID Result Low Register (ADRESL) 
• AID Control RegisterO (ADCONO) 
• AID Control Register! (ADCONl) 
The ADCONO register, shown in Figure 10, controls the operation of the AID module. 
U.Q 
ADFM PCFG3 PCfGZ PCFG1 
bit 7 t>it 0 
Figure 9: ADCONI Register 
RNif·O U-0 RNif-0 
ADCS1 A DC SO CHS2 CHS1 CHSo ADON 
IJit 7 bHo 
Figure I 0: ADCONO Register 
The detail of the ADC module for this microcontroller is given in Appendix 2. 
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2.6 THE OPERATION OF PIC16F84A MICROCONTROLLER 
The PIC16F84A belongs to the family of a low-cost, high-performance, CMOS, fully-
static, 8-bit microcontrollers. All PICmicro ™ microcontrollers employ an advanced 
RISC architecture. PIC16F84A [7] have enhanced core features, eight-level deep stack, 
and multiple internal and external interrupt sources. The separate instruction and data 
buses of the Harvard architecture allow a 14-bit wide instruction word with a separate 
8-bit wide data bus. The two stage instruction pipeline allows all instructions to execute 
in a single cycle, except for program branches (which require two cycles). A total of 35 
instructions (reduced instruction set) are available. Additionally, a large register set is 
used to achieve a very high performance level. 
PIC16F84A microcontrollers typically achieve a 2:1 code compression and up to a 4:1 
speed improvement (at 20 MHz) over other 8-bit microcontrollers in their class. The 
PIC16F84A has up to 68 bytes of RAM, 64 bytes of Data EEPROM memory, and 13 

















Figure 11: PIC16F84A pin out 
There are four oscillator options, of which the single pin Resistor, Capacitor (RC) 
oscillator provides a low-cost solution, the Low Power (LP) oscillator minimizes power 
consumption, External (XT) is a standard crystal, and the HS is for High Speed crystals. 
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2.6.1 The Overview on the PIC16F84A Microcontroller File Register 
Generally, the high performance oft he PIC16F84A can be attributed to a number of 
architectural features commonly found in RISC microprocessors. The Figure 12 below 
shows the architecture of the PIC16F84A microcontroller. 
13, Data Bus s 
Fbsh!ROM ~Prvgr.;~m Counrer ll EEPROM DtrtaM"'mory Pr(l9rarn ll f•.fem<:~ry PIC1BF83.!CR83 RAM 
512 X 14 
I 
Fil.;, Rt:gisl«s ~ £EDATA p EEPROM PIC16F$4JCRS4 e LE<\'61 Staci<: I PIC16F83JCR83 Data Memor} 
1K x 14 (13·bit) 3Bx8 t.h$ 
PIC16F841CR84 
Pro.-Jram G$ x8 ll eu, 14 1jf- RAM Md EEADR 
I lnstru.;ticn reg I / A>:ldr Mux \ 
II 5 Dire<:t Addr H 7~1ndir~ TMRO Addr 
-




P\>'N~r-up \ MUX I 
TitMr ~ 8 lrO Ports !'"'"""''" r Os;;il!ator r-r-D.;..cod+& " Starl·upTirnf.!f Control ~ RA3:RAO Fl-hW!r·Ol1 R~et '~ I Timi'" ~ VYBtchcto.;J I Wreg I ~ RB7:RB1 G.;,n.erohOI'I Tim!lir 
II 
~ ~ ~ 1- r-~ RBO!INT ~~ 
OSC2JCLKOUT = VOD. Vss OSC1!CU<IN 
Figure 12: Simplified Block Diagram for PIC16F84A 
To begin with, the PIC16F84A uses Harvard architecture. This architecture has the 
program and data accessed from separate memories. The device has a program memory 
bus and a data memory bus. This improves the bandwidth over traditional Von 
Neumann architecture where program and data are fetched from the same memory, 
which accesses over the same bus. Separating program and data memory further allows 
instructions to be sized differently than the 8-bit wide data word. 
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The PIC16F84A can directly or indirectly address its register files or data memory. All 
special function registers including the program counter are mapped in the data 
memory. An orthogonal (symmetrical) instruction set makes it possible to carry out any 
operation on any register using any addressing mode. 
2.6.2 Common Features of PIC16F84A Microcoutroller 
The interesting features in the PIC16F84A are: 
• The SLEEP (power-down) mode offers powers aving. The user can wake the 
chip from sleep through several external and internal interrupts and resets. 
• A highly reliable Watchdog Timer with its own on-chip RC oscillator provides 
protection against software lockup. 
The devices with Flash program memory allow the same device package to be used for 
prototyping and production. In-circuit re-programmability allows the code to be updated 
without the device being removed from the end application. This is useful in the 
development of many applications where the device may not be easily accessible, but 
the prototypes may require code updates. This is also useful for remote applications 
where the code may need to be updated (such as rate information). 
The lists of the features of the PIC16F84A are attached to Appendix C. A simplified 
block diagram of the PIC16F84A is shown in Figure 13. 
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I cPu I II RAM )I (volatile data) I( ROM, EPROM, or EEPROM )I (nonvoJatHe software and data) 
I timers I 
I di~:·' 1!0 I serial orts communication I AID I I DIA I (SPI, I'C, UART, USART) ~ 
' 
, 
- analog actuato 
-switches - external EEPROM - ampliliers 
rs 
on-otT sensors -other mierocontrollers - analog displays host computer 
-
-external AID or DIA 
-analog ~-ensors 
-digital displays 
- potenti omete:rs 
~ on~off actuators 
- monitored voltages 
Figure 13: Components of a Microcontroller 
The PIC 16F84A fits perfectly in applications ranging from high speed automotive and 
appliance motor control to low-power remote sensors, electronic locks, security devices 
and smart cards. The Flash or EEPROM technology makes customization of application 
programs such as transmitter codes, motor speeds, receiver frequencies and security 
codes extremely fast and convenient. The small footprint packages make this 
microcontroller series perfect for all applications with space limitations. Low-cost, low-
power, high performance, ease-of-use and I/0 flexibility make the PIC 16F84A very 
versatile even in areas where no microcontroller use has been considered before 
(example: timer functions; serial communication; capture, compare and PWM 
functions; and co-processor applications). 
The serial in-system programmmg feature (via two pins) offers flexibility of 
customizing the product after complete assembly and testing. This feature can be used 
to serialize a product, store calibration data, or program the device with the current 
firmware before shipping. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK 
3.1 HARDWARE 
This project requires the design of the system hardware and the improvement on the 
ULD applications. It consists of a transmitter circuit, the receiver circuit and a PIC 
microcontroller, LED's and an adapter card to a computer via Visual Basic 6.0. 
3.1.1 The Transmitter Circuit 
_[ 1 
._ ____ . 
v T 1'0'''1 '.!F 
._--•-------•---------------·-------· 
--
Figure 14: Preliminary ultrasonic transducer transmitter schematic 
The preliminary transmitter circuit contains a 555 timer integrated circuit (IC) that can 
generate 40 kHz square-wave signal. This signal is used to 'latch' the transistor which 
receives +9V supply to drive the ultrasonic transducer that is able to work on a 40 kHz 
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frequency. The signal is then amplified using a 2N3904 transistor. The amplified signal 
will be transmitted into the container through the ultrasonic transducer. 
3.1.2 The Receiver Circuit 
The input part as shown in Figure 15 is connected to the ultrasonic receiver transducer. 
It receives the sinusoidal signal from the receiver. This signal will be re-amplified using 
an LM741 Op-Amp. Besides that, this part also acts as a filter to make sure that only a 
40 kHz signal wave is received. The amplified signal is converted to DC voltage by a 
half-wave rectifier circuit. The DC signal is amplified by using LM741 Op-Amp. Then, 
this signal is sent to the PIC for voltages-distances comparison. 




Figure 15: Ultrasonic receiver schematic diagram 
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output to 5V voltage regulator 
then to PIC 
1 
3.1.3 PIC16F877 Microcontroller Circuit 
The microcontroller is connected with other external components such as crystal 
oscillator, capacitors, resistors and LED's. The purpose of this connection is to make 
sure that the microcontroller can work properly according to the requirement. The LED 
purpose is to display the level status as shown in Table 4.3. 
+Vcc 
lOW' 
Figure 16: Microcontroller 16F877 circuitry 
After completing the connection, the microcontroller needs to be programmed by using 
assembly language. The programmed codes are downloaded via MPLab software by 
using W ARP13 external device. 
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3.1.4 The Personal Computer (PC) Serial Communicator Circuit 
This part is actually consists of two major part which are PIC 16F84A circuit and 
MAX232 circuit. 
3.1.4.1 PIC16F84A Microcontroller Circuitry 
This circuit was built in order to establish the communication between the instrument 
and the workstation (computer). The microcontroller was programmed to read the level 
from the ULD instrument. A complete programming language used for this circuit is 
given in Appendix D. The 'RX' and 'TX' were connected to the next circuit which is 
consisted of MAX232 integrated circuit. Therefore, the communication could be 
established. 
v 5V 
, . .,., 
~1'1-'•'1' 0 _HI) t,ED~ ,. 
~ 3~11 I• LED I 
... 
~ RA2 RA1 18 RXDATA RAJ RAO 17 TXOATA 3 RA4 SC1 16 4 f--1.l. 5 MCLR OSC2 
v" Vdd 
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Figure 17: Microcontroller PIC16F84A circuitry. 
3.1.4.2 MAX232 Circuitry 
MAX232 is an integrated circuit which controls the communication of the serial 
communication. It either can be as a driver or receiver to the serial port of the computer. 
In this project, it was used to be a driver to the serial port. The easiest way to get these 
values is to use the MAX232. The MAX232 acts as a buffer driver for the processor. It 
accepts the standard digital logic values of 0 and 5 volts and converts them to the 
RS232 standard of+ 10 and -10 volts. It also helps protect the processor from possible 
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damage from static that may come from people handling the serial port connectors. 
Therefore, it is needed to establish the communication between the device, processor 
and RS232 serial port. The connection of the MAX232 circuit is as shown in Figure 18. 
Transmitted dam rr<lm PIC 
Ro..W..ddata ID F'IC 
r.<DATA 
RXDATA 
Figure 18: MAX232 circuitry 
C10 
'"' 
The 'TX' and 'RX' terminal was connected to the point 'TX' and 'RX' from 
PIC16F84A microcontroller part. The data will send to workstation via Visual Basic 6.0 
which was programmed to display the current status. 
6TIIJI.13>oT".TM~UI3" ~~llGCo<IBLE 
(OIALE OS!;< Ttl FEI,iiALE CB!:'J 
E.ll. ltADD~•AC~ I\Oi-1\TB 
Figure 19: The overall circuit of the serial communicator 
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3.1.5 The Other Additional Features for the Instrument 
There are some additional features that can be added to this ULD. Currently, the added 
features are as follows: 
• Light Emitter Diode (LED) 
• Potentiometer 
In the future, other possible additional features that would be added are as follows: 
• Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
• Digital Control Devices 
3.2 SOFTWARE 
The software part consists of assembly language for the microcontrollers and the 
interface programming. In this project, there are three major types of programming are 
used namely the assembly language, the C language for microcontrollers and the Visual 
Basic 6.0 programming. 
3.2.1 PIC16F877 Microcontroller Assembly Language 
This PIC actually works on a I O-bit digital number. The I O-bit AID data is loaded onto 
the register pair ADRESH:ADRESL which is a 16-bit wide register pair. The ND 
module gives the programmer a choice whether to left or right justify the I O-bit result 
into the 16-bit register (more details available in PIC16F877 manual). 
The ND module has a high reference voltage of SV and a low reference voltage of OV, 
therefore, the analog input must be varied within the range of 0 to SV. An example to 
convert the corresponding voltage to a hexadecimal number is as shown below:-
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Since the maximum voltage allowed is 5V the corresponding I O-bit binary number would:-
llllllllll 2 isequaltol024 10. 
This is the base ration for the next voltage value. 
e.g.: (a) Input voltage is 3.75 V. 
3.~; y ' JOc•:c= 76S 
5\' ' :c 
Therefore, 768 10 is equal to II 0000 0000 2 
Examples of another range of value are shown on the Table 3.1. This value can be used 
for PIC programming. 








0000 00 II !Ill !Ill 
0000 0011 0000 0000 
0000 001 0 1 1111 
0000 0010 0000 0010 
0000 0001 !Ill 1111 




The flow chart of this sequence is given in Figure 22. 
3.2.2 PIC16F84A Microcontroller C programming 
This microcontroller is used as a part of serial communication interface. It is used to 
determine the status of the condition since the data was arrived into 16F84A. The 
programming was designed to select a condition since the state of either PIN B 1, B2 or 
B3 are in HIGH state. The C programming that is used for this project is available in 








Figure 20: The flow chart of function for C programming for PIC16F84A 
Then, this data will be sent to the computer via the serial port by using Visual Basic 6.0. 
The communication was done by applying MSComm application. This feature is 
already available in the Visual Basic 6.0. 
3.2.3 Visual Basic 6.0 Interface Programming 
The program that is used in the ULD needed to be installed in the microcontroller 
before it is ready to be used. The Microsoft Visual Basic (VB) is known to be among 
the most popular choice to create Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI). In Visual 
Basic, new windows created are called forms. Elements (such as text boxes and buttons) 
that are placed inside a form are called controls. The Visual Basic allows event-driven 
programming, where the user's actions cause events, and each event in tum triggers a 
procedure that is associated with it. By applying the features in VB, the communication 
between the serial port of the computer and the device can be established. This VB 
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Figure 21: VB window interface 
A component known as the Microsoft Comm Control 6.0 IS applied to allow the 
coffilection between Visual Basic and the serial port. Some of the properties of 
MSComm that used are listed in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Microsoft Comm Contro16.0 Properties 
P'rQperties •••······ .... ·.· .· ... . ••··•···•·· ····•···· 1· ··••···· < < Descriptiiln . ·. · · .· · · . ·• ..... I • '' ' I ' ' II .• ' ' ·'·' •/',';',,ioi,.'S' '." '' .< ,<,' '·• ·•· 
CommPort Sets and returns the communications port number 
Settings 
Sets and returns the baud rate, parity, data bits and stop bits as 
a string 
PortOpen 
Sets and returns the state of a communication port. Also opens 
and closes a port 
Input Returns and remove character from the receive buffer 
Output Writes a string of characters to the transmit buffer 
Sets the maximum number of characters that will be returned 
InputLen 
when the input property is accessed 
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3.3 EXPERIMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 
This part is very useful in order to get the result. There fore, s orne improvement and 
development can be done base on this experimental result. 
3.3.1 The Transmitter Circuit Construction 
First of all, the scratch of the design was constructed in Engineering Workbench 
(EWB). This software helped the author to construct and simulate the circuit before 
constructing it on a board. The circuit used is shown in Figure 14. When the circuit is 
completed, it needs to bet ested to ensure it is working as required. The comparison 
between the simulation waveform using EWB and the waveform obtained from the 
oscilloscope. Therefore, the graph of 40 kHz square wave is as shown in Figure 22. 
Tek Prevu 
: /':. 14 
_;);. ;-,; 
!iwr'"'lfn'G·;c"~~··'"~·~--'"'"'·~·.L'Mt.il'~'i:'"'itt:ti2'J''-:--9sr.n~ 20 reb 2004 
09:52:54 
Figure 22: A 40kHz square-wave signal from the signal generator via oscilloscope. 
This figure shows the 555 timer circuit is able to generate a 40kHz square wave signal 
accurately. However, there is a potentiometer to control the frequency of the signal 
depends on the type of sensor and material that are dealing with. This is the point where 
the adjustment is done according to the vessel conditions. 
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3.3.2 The Receiver Circuit Construction 
A receiver circuit is very important part of the whole project. This is because, since it 
was exposed to the environment, it needs to identify the signal that it will receive. The 
circuit is constructed part-by-part. Therefore, the experiment is done in part by part too. 
The result obtained from simulation is compared with the waveform obtained from the 
oscilloscope. The first part of the circuit is a filter [8]. The filter is needed in order to 
identify the frequency that it should receive in this work is 40 kHz signal. The 
frequency of the filter is determined by the equation 3 .1. 
(3.1) 
The circuit configuration for the filter is shown in Figure 23. 
Figure 23: A filter of the receiver circuit. 
This circuit is tested with a sinusoidal waveform signal at frequency of 40 kHz. The 
output of the filter measured is in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: The output from the filter for a source of I Vp-p, 40kHz 
The next part is the rectifier circuit. The rectification is required to convert an AC 
voltage to DC voltage. Therefore, for this small scale model, a simple half-wave 
rectifier is used. The circuit is as shown in Figure 25. 
. ~ 
Figure 25: A half-wave rectifier circuit with a capacitance effect 
The AC voltage is connected to the input and then the diode will do the rectification. 
The result of the rectification is as shown in Figure 25. The capacitor is used to smooth 
the half wave out part to DC signal as shown on Figure 26. 
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Half-wave Rtdifier Capadtnu:t Effect 
Figure 26: Half-wave rectifier to DC signal using a capacitance 
The signal shown in Figure 27 will enter the third part of the circuit which is an 
amplifier. The amplification is carried out using LM741 Op-Amp. The circuit 
configuration is to non-inverting input. This is because, the signal just needs to be 
amplified and not to be inverted. The circuit configuration for this amplifier is as shown 
in Figure 27. 
Input 
Figure 27: The amplifier circuit configuration 
As a result, the output voltage from the amplifier is a DC voltage which is proportional 
to the input voltage. This voltage will be regulated to a 5 VDC. The voltage is used as 
an input to the microcontroller and processed based on the voltage different. The 









Figure 28: Signal from output of the complete receiver circuit 
3.3.3 The Microcontroller PIC16F877 Circuit Construction 
A miniature processor is needed for an instant result. So, PIC 16F87 is used as a 
processor or voltage ranger. The circuit is simple because the microcontroller itself is 
already come with the features. The complete circuit of the microcontroller part is 
shown in Figure 14. The circuit that is assembled on a board is shown in Figure 29. The 
assembly language for this microcontroller is given in Appendix F. 
Figure 29: The PIC 16F877 microcontroller card. 
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Yes Zbitsef?~ No 
-----~ 
Figure 30: Flow chart of the PIC16F877 microcontroller function. 
The circuit in Figure 29 works under the flow chart in Figure 30. The input which is the 
DC voltage is detected by PINAO. Then, the analog-to-digital converter will convert it 
to the binary value according to the values in Table 3.1. After that, the microcontroller 
does some comparison with a pattern value which is Ox03 or in binary is 0000 00 llz. If 
the value after the subtraction is bigger than Ox03, the microcontroller decides either to 
set the Z bit or not. If the decision is 'yes', the microcontroller will light up the RED 
LED. However, if the decision is 'no', the comparison is done for the second time. 
Now, the value is Ox!O or in binary is 0001 00002• The microcontroller needs to decide 
again either to set the Z bit or not. If the decision is 'yes', the microcontroller will light 
up the GREEN LED to indicate the MEDIUM level. Otherwise, the microcontroller will 
light up the YELLOW LED to indicate a LOW level. 
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3.3.4 PC Serial Communicator Circuit Construction 
The circuit is used to communicate with the serial port of the computer. The cards is 
consists of 16F84A microcontroller and MAX232 parts. This serial communicator card 
is used to communicate with the Visual Basic 6.0. The complete circuit is constructed 
using the circuit in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. However, the microcontroller needs to be 
programmed in order to act as required. The final proposed circuit is as shown in Figure 
31. 
Figure 31: The Serial Communicator card. 
The circuit works under the flow chart in Figure 32. The inputs from PIC16F877's pins 
are connected to the PIC16F84A's pins. Then, according to the flow chart in Figure 32, 
the level decision is sent to MAX232 and then to computer's serial port. Lastly, the 
display is on the VB application. 
Input from PINEl, E2 orEJ MAX232 RS232 serial port 
microcontroller C program will Integrated circuit Visual Basic 6.0 
PIC16F877 choose the (ready to be MSCom.m 
conditions transrnitte d) applications 
Figure 32: The serial communicator's circuit work's flow 
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3.3.5 Power Supply to the Circuit 
In the early stage of this project, the power supply for the LM741 Op-Amp is connected 
directly to the power supply in the circuit. The first idea is just to connect the IC's 
directly to the main input ( +9V) from the voltage regulator output. However, it was 
found that the current not enough. Therefore, each voltage regulator LM7809/05 is 
connected to every Op-Amp voltage supply. 
Figure 33: Basic connection for IC voltage regulator 
3.3.6 Visual Basic 6.0 Serial Interface Development 
The design is started with a study on the VB application especially in the MSComm 
application program. The literature review and other information are obtained from the 
internet and the books in UTP's library [11]. 
Figure 34: VB MSComm application environment 
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The serial port is connected by using a serial cable. S ince the device was ready, the 
'Connect' button was pressed. Then, status will show the current condition as shown in 
'Status'. Then, the 'Received Message' box will show the level. The VB programming 
is inserted in the Appendix G. 
3.4 COMSSIONING AND VERIFICATION 
After completing all those procedures, the next one is commissioning. During 
commissioning, the verification and device 'test run' are carried out. These will ensure 
that the device can work properly and can withstand various operating conditions. The 
steps that are taken include components assembly, test run, trouble shoot and followed 
by preparing the user manual. 
3.4.1 Components Assembly 
At the early stage ofthis work, each sub-circuit is built independently. At the end of this 
project, all these sub-circuits are combined to be the ULD. All the circuits are 
assembled according to its function. The first sub-circuit is the transmitter and receiver 
circuit. This is followed by the microcontroller circuit, serial communicator circuit and 
a cable which is used to connect the serial communicator circuit to a computer or a 
workstation. 
3.4.2 Problem Raised and Troubleshoot 
In a project, the problem cannot be prevented. However, the way of tackling those 
problems are more important. 
An ultrasound transmitter/receiver pair was selected that operated in the 40kHz range. 
After testing, the theory on susceptibility of ambient conditions was proven true. It is 
possible that sensors in a different frequency range might prove better, butt ime and 
resource constraints forced the use of these sensors. 
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Then, the Noise to Signal Ratio problems also occurred. After the sensor selection was 
made and the amplifier circuit constructed on the breadboard a problem with a high 
amount of noise in the circuit was discovered. The first thing that was modified was the 
selection of a switching transistor with a narrow switching region. The transistor 
selected was a NPN-type with a switching region of0.72- 0.83 volts. This narrow 
switching band transistor served to make the circuit less susceptible to minor noise 
spikes. After the implementation ofthe new transistor, measurements of distances of up 
to two feet were possible. 
Even with the change in the transistor there was still a noise problem. The next step 
that was taken was to experiment with some RC high pass filter circuits. This did not 
help enough to make a difference in the circuit. This is probably due to the required 
placement of isolating capacitors in the LM358 op-amps that skewed the RC ratios. No 
attempt was made with active filters. A solution was found before resorting to that. It 
is possible that an active band-pass filter constructed from an op-amp may have 
alleviated the problem. It is possible that the addition of an active filter could extend 
the current range of the device. 
The final solution that was used was to soldier the circuit to a generic copper traced 
board. This helped to eliminate a large portion of the circuit noise. Once this was 
completed measurements were possible of distances up to 15 ft. 
The other problems also raised and needed to be solved. The summary of the problem 
and method to solve are included in Table 3.3. 
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Table3 .3: Summarization of the faulty and method taken to overcome 
Signal lost during the 
connection. 
first time The connection should be centralized and 
is taken from one point. The device 
cannot use a different power supply. So, it 
makes the electrical system become 
simpler. 
Signal becomes unstable for a long time The trouble shoot is done on the signal 
running operation. generator part which is suspected to vary 
according to the time. This is because, 
both transmitter and receiver work at 40 
kHz. Then, the potentiometer part is 
being set to a fix value, so that it can give 
the best performance. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 RESULTS 
During the project commisswmng, some experiments were carried out to get the 
experimental result. According to the requirement, the experiment is performed on the 
distance's variation versus the voltage output at the receiver circuit. The next one is on 
microcontroller and followed by Visual Basic 6.0 interface. 
4.1.1 Distance Variation of The Transmitter And Receiver Circuits 
After completing all the hardware part, the verification of the distance with output 
voltage is carried out. The ultrasonic transmitter and receiver are connected to the 
Title : Voltage (V) versus Distance (em) . 
• Procedure : i -The circuit is constructed 
• Result 
ii -The transmitter and receiver are placed side-by-side. 
iii - The distance is marked on 5 em scale and the 
measurement was made. 
iv- The data were taken and recorded it in a table. 
: The data obtained are recorded into a table as shown 
in Table 4.1. 
• Observation : This signal generator is able to drive the transmitter and 
this system can work for more than 0.5 meter. 
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The result that obtained from the above experiment is given in Table 4.1. 













The values in Table 4.1 are used to plot a graph as shown in Figure 35. The graph 
shows that the voltage changes rapidly within the range of 20 em to 35 em of the ULD 
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Figure 35: Graph of voltage versus distance before regulate by 5V 
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4.1.2 Microcontroller PIC16F877 Clock Set Up 
The prototype of the ULD is assembled on a bread-board, it is found that the LED and 
the display have a delay. In Appendix 6; PIC16F877 assembly language, the delay is 
provided in order to allow the microcontroller to process the data. The delay is defined 
by the designer. Table 4.2 shows the calculation used to obtain the number of 
instruction cycles needed to create a I second delay. 
* Clock frequency = 4 :Vlhz (freque~~cy of crystal oscillator used) 
* \Vor.king frequency = 1 :Vlhz ( 4?vfhz'4 quardrant) 
• Period of a worlcing cycle= liJ:Vlhz = lftsecond 
~ Number of cycles needed to create. 1 second delay 
= l second : Period of a working cycle 
= 1 second i 1 microsecond 
=1,000,000 cycles 
Table 4.2: The instruction set and assignment of the variables. 
•··.·.·. · • ··.·. Illstrti~tioil 11 • ;;; 1"1Jr~~~~l\l;l1~~:~~~~l~··;j 
call 2 
movlw Ox64 I 
movwf DCOUNTl 1 
movlw Ox64 l*B 
movwfDCOUNT2 1 *B 
movlw Ox20 1 *C 
movwfDCOUNT3 1 *C 
decfsz DCOUNT3 l*C*B*A 
goto $- 1 2*C*B*A 
decfsz DCOUNT2 l*B*A 
goto $- 5 2*B*A 
decfsz DCOUNTl l*A 
goto $- 9 2*A 
return 2 
Thus, the total number of cycles to execute ALL instructions in delay subroutine is: 
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I Total Cycle = 6 + 2B + 2C.,. 3ABC.,.. 3AB + 3A 
A= Oxf, B = Oxff & C = Ox57 were chosen, which will give a total of 1,010,535 cycles. 
Since each cycle corresponds to 1 J.IS, the total delay that this subroutine provides is 
1,010,535 J.IS, which is approximately 1 second. 
This delay must be inserted into the assembly I anguage. Therefore, the delay needed 
can be defined by the designers according to the project requirements. 
4.1.3 PC Serial Communicator with Visual Basic 6.0 
As far as interfacing between the PIC16F84A and PC is concerned, the initialization is 
the first considered. This carried out by modifYing the settings on both ends to 
accommodate each other. The settings required are: 
• Baud rate: 9600 
• Parity bit: None 
• Data bits: 8 
• Stop bits: 1 
These initializations will coincide with the PIC16F84A. The two pins from PIC16F84A 
that interacts with the serial port are: 
• Transmit pin (AO)- TX 
• Receivepin(Al)-RX 
Then, a test is performed on the programming to check the function of the serial 
communicator. The procedure is started by applying 5VDC to every pin; pin B 1, B2 and 
B3. The result of the test is shown in the Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3: Summary of the level display on VB when the assigned pin on PICI6F84 is activated 
· PhiNo; .··. 
Bl HIGH HIGH 
B2 MEDIUM MEDIUM 
B3 LOW LOW 
The test is also carried out on a liquid vessel that contained of water in UTP pilot plant. 
The experiment was done by varying the location of the instrument on the top of the 
vessel. The vessel length is 150 em and the diameter is 70 em. The result of the 
experiment is as shown in Table 4.4. 
150 em 
Figure 36: The vessel's dimension in centimeter 
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The values in Table 4.4 are used to plot a graph as shown in Figure 36. The graph 
shows that the voltage changes unstable according to increment in the product level. 
This is because of the additional factors like the material of the vessel and ambient 
condition in the vessel. 
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product level 
Figure 3 7: The plotted graph of product level versus the voltage. 
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4.2 DISCUSSION 
According to the result in Table 4.1 and Figure 35, the device can indicate the status of 
HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW as required. However, the status that it was indicated still 
can be improved. This is because in Figure 35, the status for HIGH and LOW levels' 
slope were not too steep. Since that, the levels in these regions are hard to be defined 
according to the voltage different. However, the medium region can be easily 
determined because the slope in this region was already steep enough. 
4.2.1 Real World Application and Small Scale Model 
As stated in the title, the application is on the solid and liquid level detection. According 
to Table 4.4, the instrument or device is tested on the liquid (water) vessel in UTP pilot 
plant. The problem raised is the suitable location to mount the device and the echo 
signal-to-noise ratio received by the receiver. 
Although the device can work at the UTP pilot plant, the device still needs to be 
improved in order to fulfill the plant requirement. A small scale model and concept was 
produced from this project and the manufacturer can used the user friendly and simple 
concept to be implemented in the industries. 
However, for an industrial scale the changes are on the type of sensor and circuit 
assembly. In this project, due to the cost constraint, a simple ultrasonic sensor was used. 






The preliminary goal of this project is to design and test the concept of an Ultrasonic 
Level Detector (ULD) and it was achieved. In the implementation of the PIC16F877 
microprocessor is used and the first generation of aULD can be justified. According to 
the experimentation that is carried out, the ultrasonic sensor can detect for a distance of 
more than 50 centimeter (em). This specification is acceptable for a mini ULD. Then, 
after this j ustification, the focus is more on achieving a secondary goal which are to 
establish a communication between the instrument and a computer for monitoring 
purpose. Anyway, the constraint on the budget and time must be considered. 
According to the results of experiments, obtained that the device can work properly 
followed the suggested target in the early day in this year. By including other additional 
features like serial communicator and Visual Basic 6.0 GUI, the system becomes more 
reliable instead of the transmitter and receiver only. 
To put in a nut shell, the target was achieved in this frame of time. Now, it depends on 




As a recommendation, the transmitter circuit that is used is commonly used to generate 
a 40 kHz signal by using a 555 timer. However, this project still needs a lot of 
improvement from the other skill innovators for the better features. Although, the 
experiments that were carried out shown an acceptable result, but the range is still large. 
In order to detail the range, more samples will be taken. Then, the range can be simply 
patterned the data in the PIC microprocessor's program. However, the most important 
target is to come out with the basic prototype first. 
Other recommendation is on the software that established the serial communication. 
The other student or innovators after this still can improve the system of the software. 
For example, the other features that should be added is the ULD can be controlled from 
the workstation instead of just display the data. Therefore, some additional digital 
components may be needed to be added to fulfill this new requirement. 
A documentation of the study must be clearly written and compiled. Therefore, the 
project will be easier to be developed by the other innovators. As advised by the 
supervisor, the detail drawing on the dimension of the prototype must be also included. 
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PIC 16F84A DATA SHEET- FEATURES 
C PROGRAMMING (16F84A)- SERIAL 
COMMUNICATION 
555 TIMER DATA SHEET 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FOR PIC16F877 
VISUAL BASIC 6.0 PROGRAMMING- GUI 
INTERFACE 
PIC1~877DATA SHEET (ADC CONVERSION) 
MAX232 DATA SHEET 
FLOW CHART OF PIC16F877 
APPENDIX A 
Gantt Chart for Final Year Project 
{for first semester - 19 .January 2004 to 16 .July 2004} 
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7 ; Report 
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-
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I used the ultrasonic sensor for the air which is made by the Nippon Ceramic company. This sensor 
separates into the two kinds for the transmitter and the receiver. For the transmitter, it is T40-16 and for 
the receiver, it is R40-16. T shows the thing for the transmitter and R shows the thing for the receiver. 40 
shows the resonant frequency of the ultrasonic.( 40kHz) 16 shows the diameter of the sensor. 
Because the one of the terminal is connected with the case, when grounding, the terminal on the side of 
the case should be used. 
The brief specification of the ultrasonic sensor is shown below. 
Item Spec Unit m m 16. 2 I· ·I Case i Frequency(KHz) 40 
Resonator 
Sound pressure 115< Meta I plate level (dB) 12. 2 
Piezoelect.ric 
: Sensitivity (dB) -64 < ce ram 1 c 
4~ Lead wire 
E I asticity 
Size materia I 
:(mm) Lead wire Terminals 
Interval 10.0 
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#use delay( clock~4000000) 




int is_ high=O; 
int is_ med=O; 




if (!input(PIN _B I)) 
{ 


























is _low= I; 
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The file was originally started with use of the 16F877 code 
template supplied by Microchip. 
list 
Last Revision Date 
File version 
Company 







CONFIG _CP_OFF & _VDT_OFF & 
& LVP OFF & CPD OFF 
March 18, 2 OO'l 
1.0 
University Technology Petronas 
List directive to define processor 
Processor specific variable definitions 
These remove unwanted warnings 
from the compile information listing 
BODEN OFF & 
- -
PYRTE OFF & XT OSC & _YRT_ENABLE_ON 
CONFIG' directive is used to embed configuration data within .asm file. 
The labels following the directive are located in the respective .inc file. 
See respect~ve data sheet for additional information on configuration word. 
; w"'"'** VARIABLE 


























































Buffer used up to Ox2C+D'21'~ Ox~l 
Used in Delay subroutines 







Program Memory start positions 








processor reset vector 
ensure page bits are cleared 
go to beginning of program 




call initializeChip Initialize the entire Chip to knaun state 







movlm Ox03 ;binary 1 0000 0011' 
submf ADRESH,TJ 
btfSC STATUS,Z ; check if high byte equal to h' 03' (high voltage) 
go to redlightan 
movlw 0:<10 ;check if high byte equal to h'lD' (lou voltage) 
Sublil'f ADRESH,w 
btfsc STATUS,Z 
go to greenlighton 
go to yellowlighton 
redlighton High voltage 
C:B.!l redlight 
go to resume 
greenlighton 3.74V to 1.26V 
call green light 
go to resume 
yellowlighton Low voltage 
call yellowlight 





go to mainLoop 
;******************************************************************* 






























Function subroutine to turn on RED LED at PORTC bitZ 















;turn on yellow led and buzzer 
;***************************************************************** 
Function subroutine to set specific registers on 

















Move to Bank 0 
Clear Port A 
Clear Port B 
Clear Port C 
Move to Bank 1 
Set all Port A to Digital 
Set Port A to digital out 
Set Port B to digital out 
Set Port c to digital out 
Move to Bank 0 
I/0 
Shutoff all ADC function and set available 










Clear Port A 
Clear Port B 
set Port C 
ADC Module Subroutines 
:~~~~~~~********~*************************************************** 
;******************************************************************* 
Function subroutine to initialize RAD as an ADC input. 









































Move to Bank 1 
Set all AN pin:;:~ on .Port A as analog 
and right justify data in ADRESH and ADRESL 
Move to Bank 0 
Shutoff all ADC function and set available 
channel to AD 
Al:;:~o selects: A/D clock = Fosc:/2 
Initialize Port A values to 0 
Set to bankl 
Disable A/D interupt 
Initialize Port A Analog ANs to inputs 
Move to Bank 0 
Clear A/D interupt flag 
;******************************************************************* 
Function subroutine to initiate a read of ADC port pins 
which stores its value in ADRESH, and ADRESL (right justified) 




















Move input value into the ADC 
pin selection bits 








$ - 1 
PIRl,ADIF 
Start A/D conversion (sets bit 2) 
Repeat until the GO bit is automatically 
set low by hardware 
Clear A/D interupt flag 
Values are now stored in ADRESH and ADRESL 




























$ - 1 
DCOUNT2 
$ - 5 
DCOUNT1 
I - 9 
DCOUNT1 liJ 
delay of> ((((3 * DCOUNT3)+3)*DGOUNT2)+3*liJ) 
* instruction cycle time (lus for 4HHz) 
so currently liJ x 1Dms 
Directive •end of program 1 
Code reaching thi~ point may perform irratically. 
'Utk form resize property 
Public tinggi_form_lama 
Public Iebar form lama 
- -
Public tinggi_form_baru 
Public Iebar form baru 
- -
Public constraint_tinggi 




Public is connected 
Private Sub chkvbcr Click() 
End Sub 
Private Sub dis Text_ Change() 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form Load() 
'Constant utk form resize property 
tinggi_form_lama =Height 
tinggi_form_baru = 0 
Iebar form lama= Width 
- -
Iebar form baru = 0 
- -
constraint_tinggi = 5220 
constraint Iebar = 5910 
Call FORM INITIALIZATION 
Call ENABLE_OBJECT(False) 
APPENDIXG 
textmessage =Me. Caption & " started" 
WRITE_ STATUS (textmessage) 
textmessage = "Serial connection has not yet been established" 
WRITE_ STATUS (textmessage) 
'inputText.Text = MSComml.Settings 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmbport _Click() 
currentport = cmbport.List( cmbport.Listindex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmbbaudrate _Click() 
currentbaudrate = cmbbaudrate.List( cmbbaudrate.Listindex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdexit_ Click() 
Call SERIAL DISCONNECT 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub frmconnection _ DragDrop(Source As Control, X As Single, Y As Single) 
End Sub 
Private Sub frrndisplay _ DragDrop(Source As Control, X As Single, Y As Single) 
End Sub 
Private Sub frminput_ DragDrop(Source As Control, X As Single, Y As Single) 
End Sub 
Private Sub frrnstatus_ DragDrop(Source As Control, X As Single, Y As Single) 
End Sub 
Private Sub inputText Change() 
End Sub 
Private Sub Labell Click() 
End Sub 
Private Sub Label2 Click() 
End Sub 
Private Sub MSComm!_OnComm() 
Dim strlnput As String 
Select Case MSComml.CommEvent 
Case comEvReceive 
'display incoming event data to displaying text box 
strlnput = MSComml.Input 
disText.SelText = strinput 
End Select 
End Sub 
Private Sub ENABLE_ OBJECT(status_object As Boolean) 




chkvbcr.Enabled = True 
Else If status_ object = False Then 
disText.Enabled =False 
inputText.Enabled = False 
cmdsend.Enabled = False 
chkvbcr.Enabled = False 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdsend _Click() 
'send the data 
'if sending to other computer, include a tailing carriage return 
MSComml.Output = inputText.Text & vbCr 
'place the focus back to the textbox 
inputText. SetF ocus 
'select the current text to be overwritten 
inputText.SelStart = 0 
inputText.SelLength = Len(inputText.Text) 
End Sub 
Private Sub FORM_INITIALIZATION() 
'Title initialization 
Me.Caption = App.Title & "v" & App.Major & "." & App.Minor & App.Revision 
'Status initialization 
txtstatus. Text = "" 
'Combo box initialization 
'Put value in the combo box 
arrayport = Array(" I", "2 ") 
arraybaudrate = Array("IIO" "300" "600" "1200" "2400" "9600" "14400" 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
"19200", "28800", "38400", "56000", "128000", "256000") 
For count! = 0 To 1 
cmbport.List(countl) = arrayport(countl) 
Next 
For count! = 0 To 12 
cmbbaudrate.List( count!) = arraybaudrate( count!) 
Next 
'Set initial value 
cmbport.Listindex = 0 
cmbbaudrate.Listlndex = 5 
'Set initial global value 
currentport = cmbport.List( cmbport.Listlndex) 
currentbaudrate = cmbbaudrate.List( cmbbaudrate.Listlndex) 
is connected= False 
End Sub 
Private Sub SERIAL_DISCONNECT() 
'Close port 
If is connected= True Then 
MSComml.PortOpen =False 
is connected= False 
End If 
'Write status 
textmessage = "Serial connection has been closed" 
WRITE_STATUS (textmessage) 
End Sub 
Private Sub SERIAL_CONNECT() 
'set the active serial port 
MSComm l.CommPort = currentport 
'MSComml.CommPort =I 
'set the baudrate,parity,databits,stopbits for the connection 
MSComml.Settings = currentbaudrate & ",N,8,1" 
'MSComml.Settings = "2400,N,8,1" 
'set the DTR and RTS flags 
MSCommi.DTREnable =True 
MSCommi.RTSEnable =True 




'disable the oncomm event for send characters 
'SThreshold= I ,comEvSend=enabled 
'SThreshold=O,comEvSend=disabled 
MSCommi.SThreshold = 0 
'Write status 
textmessage = "Connecting ... " 
WRITE_ STATUS (textmessage) 
On Error Go To errorhandler 
'open the serial port 
MSComml.PortOpen =True 
is connected = True 
'Write status 
textmessage = "Serial connection has been made successfully" 
WRITE STATUS (textmessage) 
textmessage = "Port = " & currentport 
WRITE_STATUS (textmessage) 
textmessage = "Baudrate = " & currentbaudrate 
WRITE_ STATUS (textmessage) 
'This exit sub is to prevent the normal flow (without error) goes into errorhandler 
Exit Sub 
errorhandler: 
a! = MsgBox(Err.Description & vbCrLf & "[Error no.=" & Err.Number & "]", 
vbExclamation, "Error") 
is connected= False 
'Write status 
textmessage = Err.Description & ". Serial connection attempt failed" 
WRITE_ STATUS (textmessage) 
End Sub 
Private Sub WRITE_ STATUS(textmessage) 
txtstatus.Text = txtstatus.Text & Format(Now, "hh:mm:ss") & "- " & textmessage & 
vbCrLf 
End Sub 
Private Sub tglconnect_ Click() 
Iftglconnect.Value =True Then 
'Connect 
tglconnect.Caption = "Disconnect" 
Call SERIAL CONNECT 
If is connected =True Then 
'If succesful 
Call ENABLE OBJECT(True) 
Else If is connected= False Then 
'If still not connected 
Call ENABLE OBJECT(False) 
tglconnect.Caption ="Connect" 
'Tum OFF button back 
tglconnect.Value = False 
End If 
Elseiftglconnect.Value =False Then 
'Disconnect 
Call ENABLE_OBJECT(False) 
tglconnect.Caption = "Connect" 
Call SERIAL DISCONNECT 
Endlf 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Resize() 
'CONSTANT 
Iebar form = Width 
tinggi _form = Height 
'Set minimum constraint for height 
Iftinggi_form >= constraint_tinggi Then 
'Renew value 
tinggi_form_baru = tinggi_form 
Else Iftinggi_form < constraint_tinggi Then 
'Renew value 
tinggi_form_baru = constraint_tinggi 
End If 
bezatinggi_form = tinggi_form_baru- tinggi_form_lama 
tinggi_form_Iama = tinggi_form_baru 
'Reset object 
disText.Height = disText.Height + bezatinggi_form 
frmdisplay.Height = frmdisplay.Height + bezatinggi_form 
frminput.Top = frminput.Top + bezatinggi_form 
'Set minimum constraint for width 
If Iebar form >= constraint Iebar Then 
- -
'Renew value 
lebar_form_baru = Iebar _form 
Elseif Iebar form < constraint Iebar Then 
- -
'Renew value 
Iebar form baru = constraint Iebar 
- - -
End If 
bezalebar form= Iebar form baru - Iebar form lama 
- - - - -
lebar_form_Iama = lebar_form_baru 
'Reset object 
disText.Width = disText.Width + bezalebar_form 
frmdisplay.Width = frmdisplay.Width + bezalebar_form 
frminput.Width = frminput.Width + bezalebar_form 
inputText.Width = inputText.Width + bezalebar_form 
cmdsend.Left = cmdsend.Left + bezalebar form 
End Sub 
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!lAp:!:! • 1• 
: • Ao'D COO'Hif''fil!lf'i h JrOSI'«ii!!> (~tlng 113 ~I 1>brb h A.'D ~on) 
::· • A'O ®rr-.'w.IDO I'd fn FfCVOMi (1-6 ~I 1$ sulcm:.ii:Joo.t)' dli!;;Rid trj IN ~'<~'~will wflg'! h AJO 
~Q'J'r'W9:fll~ corrplri~"lil) 
W 1 U11mplrM1onl¥% R<;o:lai~ '(I' 
bliO .A.OON:An Ontf 
: • ~'[) CQW"r1« modlJiii K .:pot,;l~ 
,;·. ~'0 con\"Or1Qr roodJJo b ~w-orm conwrrm ooop;r,;lilg ~~ 
Lo,jonl: 
A • Rlil!idilbkt ~I 
- n • V!iilu;. Ql: PCR 
W•'li'ff~bll 
'f. Btll:i<!iQI: 
u • lklmpt,;mg'IJ:o.:l bit, r;oj lit!> ,o· 





biT ADFM: At'! f'loGllt Fcrrml: SO loot bl 
1 = P.~l. ,_,.IJI;od. e Moot Slgnlkonl til> of AJ:IOISSH """road.,. ·o·. 
o = LoljUGIIIod. 6l.QQr;IEIVil"""t bl• dAORESL oro road"" •o·. 
bl64 Unlmplomonl«<: - .. ~· 
bi3-0 PCFGS:PCFGO: .0..0 PortC<llii;Jlrollon Corlrd blo: 
II:) Fe~: ANT"l illllfi1' AH&''l ""'~ AliB .lill2 AH1 Allll li:)FQJ Fa RE1 RE~ P.A6 RAl w Rli1 RAO 
:;;:,:;rJ ... A P. A A A A !>. 
')~<:t. /1, A A A 'hli;F+ A A A 
<'!:!>~>:! D D D A A A 
" 
A 
-JN;~ D 0 D A 'iJ:IiiF '*' A A ... 
:>: ;;,;;; D D ll D A D A A 
,y~ 1:<: D D D D \lJGF+ D A 
" c!::J ~:>: D D D D D D D D 
::-::<: A A A A ....... 
"""'· 
... ... 
~c,;:,: I) [• I< A A A A 
" 1:-:.\<l D D 
" 
... ..... A ... ... 
~ ,'~- ~ D D ... A 1illiiF+ """"- A 
" t: ;:,.;:; D D D A 'iR!i:F'+ 
"""'· 
A .. 
t.~N [• D D D ....... II><F- ... A 
l:,j ~'~ D [I D D D D 0 





































il: 111o oo111m ln<teolo<.llio numl>or d onolog oliomols """'l<blo "".O.tl 11>•1> ond 
tho runb« or..,olog dlonn<G u .. d"' ·•"<>l"lJo rolor<>noolnpll5. 
L"lJOnd: 
R=Roodoblotll 
. n =· 'Yialt» at f;JR 
\Y = Wdfoblo bll 
'1"" 811"' .. , 
u = Urlmpomorlod 1111, rood •• ·o· 
D'"' 811 1!1 cloo~ ~ = elll• unl<nown 
ltio AORESHOIICf!SSL rogl>lono oontoll llio 10-!llt 
I'Q$Utofthlil A.OCOI'I\lri!mb'i. '~Itt;. A'D .:omroruon 
Is oomplolo, llio ....,1.111• k>od«<lrtottlo.I<.O _.tr<g-
l:tor pot,llio GO.OONE til (ADCCN:«ll.>j to do<r«< 
'"'d lho .1<.'0 lntorruplllog bt.OOF li> .. 1. Tho tloc~ dla-
""""ollho .1<.0 n»<:Uo I• """""' 11 Flg.N 11-1. 
- llio A'D 111<><1Jio hoo t>oon oonl\juJOd ae d•otod, 
ltio Gtr;c~Qd man no;.~ mJfitb" ~q~I'Gid WON ttl;. o:n-
'iiQI'Gton b !Ski'W Til;. .:ma~ lnplt chlilnllGI:i m.mt 
hoi'Q ffl<jr <>:mopondlll:j TRIS tl~ ""lod:Qd OG ll>UI>. 
lb dotormno •"'f''o lmo, •~ So <lion 11. 1. Alor this 
~:K~~ul!lllcrl -•IT'IQ ttz ~ m AU cort,.IX'!~Il:m ~ 
~-1;<1 
'I'IW..o *!>$ •liotJcl 1» - 1« «*"9 on· t.'D 
C•lr<lf<lo&: 
I. C~lhA.'D-
• O'>lf'I9W IWIOlof fllll.\10111190 1>111'11'...:• Old 
d9toiiX) (A.IXCNI) 
• -IA.'DI~IcbenMI(A.IXOII)) 
• -· A.'D -·-...1011 <loci< (A.IXCN:I) 
• nrn en A'D mO<Ido (A.C<:Ot-*') 
Z. ~NDIIIIMU~I(f4 ... h<lj: 
• CloGrADF Ill 
• $01AOIUI 
• $01 f'IIE till 
• $01 GIE Ill 
FIGURE 11·1: AID l'llOCK DIAGRAM 
PIC16F87X 
'1. l'llllllthlo ~ ocqubllonDII•. 
4. 411411 CCII~ 
• $OIGO'I:R:m!" 1>11 (AJX:Ot«Tj 
S. \'llllllf« NO •-•n:l:lo 10 OOIIIJ'Iol+. lrJ Glb<r: 
• .. .... , ll:lr lbo G055tii bllo too ...... 4 
(v.th IIN«Ufl$ onoblo4[t: CR 
• 'l'a:llllt li:lf ho AID lhiMUfl 
e. RMd A.D ro<IJI r+gli:lfor ~t 
(.lol:litiiiH:loCA!!$L). cloor ~~ AOII' r ~uh4. 
7. F«honool~goto~1«111~2. 
tHoqd11>4. Til• AX) c-l:lo Dilt p•r till lo 
4•hl+<l "' '110. A mlllmlm W<lll Ql lm!D " 
11>1- ••~:>o& thlo 111111<1 Ql!qdllll:lo 0111. 
~· • ... "' ..;:·.:::."" -T-+'f'l!:X 
~ ·,:-=-++H>(I RA1.'.1111 
I .. '..·;..:.;' "-+-+H:X::I • --:) Y- f f'<N).•J.ttCI 
"' ...... " .......... ~ .. "' .... '"' 
PIC16F87X 
e:::u.\TIOH 11·1: ACQUISITION TIME 
= TAM" -.- R -t Toon 
= :lll> •1'< • lfT""f'ml.,...l:$.C~~·"Cjj 
: CIKUHPJC+ RM+ft!iJ ltfl!)»'r' 
: ·IJ:l'f(ll:lh7tf: • IOtrl'JI~~*~ : ~.4-
= :lll> • !~"ill> • ~:l<t>c ~):M!Il~"Ci 
= l?.1::US 
_, ~ Alllllog tfut chllmol b -• (c:luiii!J'4) 
!No ~ICII 1111»1 tot clell• -!lui -ICII 
<1111 tot Sl:lltod. 
TO CCII<UIM lllo mlltnum 01:1Uillllon -· 
lliqQOIICII11-1ftiiiJ tot e.a Tit$ ""'lflllon-.aor.. 
lW 112 Ulb «10< 1:. Mod (10:&1 Clop$ tot ~A.trj. Tht 
112 L .. tlfCif 1:. ~ 11!1tllhiUII!I411« 1:1-4 t:flllt At> 
b m.., I!!; Sp.letloclmda-
1'0 cottlolc> ~ ml!lhiUII!I o~btlon -· TM:a. -~ l'lemcro• Ml:l-~ RoiiiNnoo ll1llmK:I 
i,DSWID'j. 
Nolo 1: 'Tht NfiUlllllt•MIIfl (VIII:F) biiiHIUIIocl Clll b ~kn Cllle. t ~lllor ott 
2: Tht dl. licd"9 Clpoletor (CIQD) II nol4bellllrp:llll!ilt-h «mM*" 
'!: Tht--*'ommt-lllpodilh<»lllUMI"!!-1110 In TlfiiStoqU.ocllo IIIWt ~fin Ia 
•fl•podl-. 
4: l>llw .a COMiftllon bH ocmplttocl 1 2.o'IIID ~milt ocmpiiiN !Joforco o.:qJblloll Clll'l•"lll!l .,.. 
Clllln!:llhll-.lllt 1101<111 I!.MI<:o~ lo~ tof0¢1111d A.'DIDPIUMMtl 
FIGURE 11-2: ANALOG INPUT MOD£!. 
11.2 S•le¢t1Flij lht AID COAVil'l'$1011 
CIOO:Clt 
Tb• A.thXlll'""'llft lmo p«lllll• dtltlo4;:oo; 'lloD. Tllil 
A.O -~- r~l'9· a llltit1UII ti!T.o.D por lo.l>l 
-•-Ill!. Tho -oriJioA.O~orrl'tfllonclockb 





• llf«hll A.tl fiiO<JII) RC OOI:flllcf (~ill~ 
AD Clock Scuco (T~ 
PIC16F87X 
Fer c""""'l A.O -......IOIY;, 11111 A.O ocn.--.dxk 
('DI>) mlllll Ia !iOioclo<:llo OIIQUI'9 o mbtmm flo I~ 
or U~tS. 
T""kl 11·1 lh:l.v•lll• 1'9«111ft T.o.Dit'IIU<Iilll~ INlll! 
lht ..,._1<» ep«OIIIg IN<JU-IK •lid tit ND ck>:k 
ooweo-w 
t.1amnum Olwk:lo Frtq®hcy 
0~ ADCSI~ r.m·· 00 1.' ,_ 
tr'<>1X: 01 s l.t-tt 
'13'10<'..c: 10 20 l.t-tt 
~(t.J: ,, u (Nolo I) 
NoS 1. TlliiRe -• hau lypkoll.ll> lmo or 4~R> t>utellift 'lill'y I»IMNn ~• 11!1. 
2: Wbonlllodo!.l<»-~ANff+OI« t'IM1 -.Ill¥ 11!:: A.tl ~ek>:t-•11 miJ -· 
mondil<lllf &EI!I' <lf*lllllol• 
~ F« N-0(1 'IOIGfi> ..,._1C.G (I.C), ~-to IJio flloctlc41 Clw~~c:lorl:ll» (e<ielli:rt> 15.1 Gn!l 15~ 
11.3 CQnflgYMBgAnl!IOiiJ Port Pins 
Tho A!XO..I olld Tl!l$ ~· «t''llliiN Clp«lliiin 
'>IIIIo A.'O p<:il piM. Tli<l per! pile ~!>:it 01'9 <1>111'94 .._ 
o~lni'U• mull b~r~o II>* C101tospo!ICI"9 '0'11$ tic 
Ml l'rpl~•lllht TRI$ •t b-~ tho ~141 
··~ *'<M r-« '«ll) W111» -·•mod. 
Tho A.D q>lll'dkln b Mi>po~~4ort <>tlht ciGIIO or lhl> 
CH$2:CHSOl>l$ Gn!llllil'll'l!$ ~lo. 
II® 1: ·m.on r-119 lht p«1 , .. ,. 011'1 pb 
¢ortlg1Nd oan lllllllcg tnpu dlonMI v.11 
rNKJotc»••<~(tlclW-~ Ph!> e.~ 
110<1 Ill> di,Jitlllpull \\fiCIOIT#Oit <II Olllllo 
ICIQ l'pJI. ~ -· Oh I <llfl:lltt 
~olflgiNdlrp!lWII 11<11 _.IJio«n'«• 
~ace~ 
2: Amlog '"''*ell"'\' ph .... ,. <loll-
a dghl llplt (bducll'lg lhl> Ali1'-.ANO 
pll~. 1'1111)' ... U.o ~II>Oifor I) ea. 
1'11111 411UIII ~!>:it b <IU: <:f lhl> <l .. tlet 
~~>•dllillilom. 
PIC16F87X 
11.4 AID c:oo~tons 
<::11>~ ~ OO'i5!5iii' l>t <ltllg 6 ¢tlYN<I•h Wll 
lll>«l lho ........ «nMIIon Tho 1410 NGUI rttlll« 
pilt WllltOT l>t ~ \\flh ~ parllll!i 110111pllllod 
.ND ~loll $..,..11>. T11R ls,lllo ADRI!Iilt-ADI!Eil!l 
••l'li \\tl 00111D.» 10 -· h >nllt « ll>t IIIGI 
<IQIIIplol!l<l «nMt!on(« IWIIIIhlllt \\11Utn 10 ll>t 
ADRII!l!H:Aa!IIISI.r.M} /411Wiht AID 40IYIW111on 
b co~. co ~ Will Is roquNcl Nta. thO """' 
FIOU Rli 11-3: 
cqUil:IIIOn Is ~ 1411« IN!:.~ Wilt. mqll$!11011 
on lilt Mftcl;l.t e~l Is ~~~~t111011H. Tht 
~ "1- IMn•• M410ullht¢(111fil'l;lon. 
1111'18119 f1.),dlclrlhtGObl b INI.IhUI!:IIIl"IIUof-
nlllil\l. 11M a m-1111>011!:v., o IHlllnn•ITAD. 
I 
~: T119 oo.toit! N mouM nor -. u11n 1 
. lllt-~IIOnfttltilln'WI(IIIIho.ND._ 
f~VIoT~D 1 )\!I I'!!!;$ 1 T.lll) 1]'114 1 !d. 1W! I,_ 1 Td 1 Tid 1:1!!!>10 1J!o!l 1 
l f T 1:<9 1'4 boT t:;; 16 1>1 b3 ~ b1 1>0 Ctn-llllti li:llttftS <>tpr..:llc<l£.,._-.., llooi lllllilr:g ~ tlj!:ielli I® liS) r------.....i 
~\XItt ~!ild:.-
1U.I A'O RliSIJLT Rli<31~ 
1ho Atfi.E~ADRII!l!L N1fll•r p!lllr 1> lho -ltn 
Villoro ll>t 10-bl .NO r -ll$ baifod ct lho c«<!fii!!llon 
« ll>t AIOC'llr'"~ TI'Ur.,llilet pat I$1$1)1DI\Na. 
1ho A'OI'IIodliiii<JW!Ii ~ lliltd:illlj II> 1011 or lftlll jii"Jity 
lllo lo.ttl Nol-Ul h lho 16.N Nol-UI r.,<l•r. Tl>t .ND 










~hg .Jtpaaler ls<MIIO!Ziilol b lftllelJ *'f'JI 
F-41 !lilltd •t ( ADFI.fj ~olfrd$ 1111> jlr.IJI$1on, 
Fl!Jft 11-4 ~ lbo q:>tNIIIIOn olh AD NOdi )11:4~ 
_,.I\ Tl>t- m::.-IOHadwlll tlrt. Mllln Iilii 
AD t0$tll \\tf not <><-'- "- li:leGI- (AD <f¥, 
etcf). ltltM> 1f!9l'.HI!i may ko 11$114 e tN+ t•MNIII 
pll'~~lf.,ll~. 
!-·· 
I I i 
·-,¥'~-
IQ.tll RoWI 
11.5 AJOOperatlon Durlngst.I!!P 
Th• f,fl) _. O>h iJI'«IIt dli't19 tllil!l'-. TlU 
R>.UtM lhlll 1M 1-lO ~JOdi ..:U.:t lit <+I to fiiiC 
(.t.IY".A f"AOC$0 • l l) Wlll>n 1M RC - - I$ 
.-111<1. 111<1 I>JO -.. wob ..,. llelr~~~:n... C)"<lt 
llolm> ol:tml)lll<> em.- ,.. ~ ""'ll£lllll' 
mtuelliln K> lit ~ Wll1illl oll1fhllle •• <ISIIIII 
0\\11:11~ r.::l$0 hill ht~ '1111•• Ill<> cttt,.,. 
-IIC<il=lht~l>tWIIIii>II~IIMI 
1M t110UI th ho ~ .IW. II hl</>10 
Htft14!11& -~lof. 1M .W.K>& Wll ...W.q:. -
$1.EEI'. If ho NO t!Mitlp I& MlllnDW. IIIIo A'O 
--Wlllllon Ill> Ull!l<d dl. dllo. lilt AIIOII bl 
WII-I'Uilil. 
1\'I'»Aih>A'OIIook-b&MIIJI;r O:ldt~<II(Mi RC> ~>st.mu hlro!:la 'i\llcsii!Oillt,.__,c•-· 
elSA lollo -<l'.lllini:IIMA.'0-1~1» IIJ"'iilj((OI, 
~ IIIIo 1>11011 ~Jwtl~ fiCt 
PIC16F87X 
'll.lrltla oft he>A'Oj>~ 1M ND IIIOollft II b '-1 
eU'NIIIe;mulllpiiOII tW.. 
11.& ~oraR!Ui 
A wm IUIUT- tl ~~>Sfi;M lo M RII$15T 
ol:i!O. Thill<#- fht NO lll«l..i> to &o U'll!l<d or, Ilk! 
!/111-m!IK>A liUtllflGd. AIIA.'Dl&fU pln$h-
JISU'OIIM-k>S tfuto. 
Tllt'401uo hllt.nllltAJ:fllllil~Lr~ t. 
not IIIOIIIllld 11r • 1"0\\w-+n Roo•t. no 
Atiii&SH:AENl$LNti>MWII-II~­
III!»r o Pllt.w-'lft ~1. 
TABLE 11 ~: REOISTER!IIIliT$ ASIJIOCIA TED WfTH AID 
APPENDIX I 
-'M-'JXI-'M 
+5V-Powered, Multichannel RS·232 
Drivers/Receivers 
_____ _,.,en<!H"al O.scrlptiotl 
fM MiiJC:l(;,. MI\Xltt.i f.:writi ci tho G'f14~1fQC'Ci\~rs 1!!. 
ttlttttv:h:uJ f« -:111 ElltlfiA.z.m and •.; ,J!t\\',24 ct:ftfmrnk:a-
u-ont. lli~Tfit(ll!.. p.:~U:Uaft)' ~pit: iii~ \Woro • ·t 2'1 t& 
11Ct a•Rlt:bt;.. 
r"""" pan• ar<· ®p<>:lllb' """'"' h ~-pow.,•4 """" 
Wrtm .. , !lfiC~¥ thQr JoW.~Ctt sfn.lb:!Qiifl Jn:)dl¢ f(ldut!Q!t 
prm"' "'"'P•U•n to IO$$lhon ~~~W, lh• MJIX!lS, 
t.WQ':<;<, ~V>X23S, on<l MAX24IJM<\X2~6ohlAA241 tM 
f'» ~nat<oot~t&.end .::r• r«.cm~ tor~·· 
<<Ci:m m•~» Ff1Uo4 crcut I»MM ~ J&~rll::,., 




9attGt),_po'\Wir<Ki R>zl~ ~~ 


















., . ''•¥!. 
., '<;:: 'fl 
.,_, .• "'·· . _ . ....•.. . ... F~~tatur.s 
Suptrlor 11:> Bil:lolar 
• Cip<or<tto fi'<>m slnW. +'IN P+Mr SuFf>ly 
~'ISV md + tt~1.MAXH9) 
• L-·P<>Mt R<~e.,..._ M•4• n SbuW.mn 
(MAX223.1WC242) 
• Mttl AD lilMil.r.:21121i..,d V.2Up<~<:ificoti>K 
• Multj:>lo Dri-• olfd Roc~ 
• ~-Orivor olfd Rocolwr Output$ 
• ep. ... u •• o-to• (MAX2.U) 





A/IAXIAII ······~--~-·········-···--··········---~-··-··-···· -mt.v-"·"'o""' 
For fn>~ SIHYJ:>Ies & thl' lii~WJt litE'rsllill': http:/IWWH. muim-ic.com. « pfwrte r ·8t:tl·9ll8-8800. 
F« Wl<il crdfrs. J)#IOOE' 4011· T:U-1600 ut. 34611. 
+5V-Powered, Multichannel RS·Z3Z 
Drivers/Receivers 
\\!len dl>tk~ p:¥~M I; hiJOO\\ld. CUPJI~ e~n to d'i~tn 
to •1~\'. l'llilpol'lllf.SUpf:ly (l.fl<il!llj'J:itnlt< .... W 
IIJ.II< n ~.m mode. 
l1lil f.I/OOl:l'l hau ICC~ ii!IH·!ii<~ omtcln, 41'¥:1 
1M UA:t!.l's, MM:m. MAXU~. MAXZ:tt:.. liW'.l!4\l, 
a!'¥:1 t.lb.nn ho,'\l both a N>:•i•'lll' th-"• cmrol 
h a!'¥:1 a kw;.p:>Wor !llwiO\\I"' co1111111. lal:lo 2llilo\Yll 
lhil •lletl$ <J lhil dudo'M'! cOfllid 3ttd *<lil<r lhiM· 
$1010 Cottlid oolho ~iJOI «!pill$. 
thl\ ret<!!\'« Tlli'CM<:JS <>IIIJU.~ ar• 11 ~ ht;JMmpod. 
anco. -.---Nih~Htu uat:io 
thl> !1l lllilh llct lht MW1!111.ro:zlSIW.XZl>iiLt'XI'». 
Mf.X!tlf, and "'• alro hl!ill·~dllrl:~ --..,~tho 
- o:rit<llnol1:.h!1' 
1\'hon in btrp:Y~M tha.$:mn modo. lhil ar.or ~ 
•~ llrnod oll and thm led<~ .;urom iol>so ilion 1 p4 
wiilllh• d'illlt Wj:U pulod II> gound lho a~ WlfU 
l<lal:!tg• r<:I'Mim ~a~ th:n lj.tll, "'"'" f ~hi~ ~arunillcr 
WifU ili baeb:llilllf! 0'~ a!'¥:1 l'ltc • o\'l.ll•km 
.o.'J4, lh• bal'!!lllll!<r is dodil c'-pod oo 9<md wlh 
!kO mi .. lmpodanc<>. lho· lra~~Smitlcr i> •loo "'"•' 
cbmpod to approxitnatoly 'Icc • Iii~. wilh <~ "''""' 
itnpcilancQ oil ID. 
Tho d!Mr OIIIJU. ~wr<JW is !lrillldw lw rh:n :nl.jr> 
acr. roqtil<ld liy th• £W'fli\.Z32E w '1'.28 ~p«lit4· 
1m. lyflc<~lllklw rat•• ""' 14'1.\J:.I.IIll<>:>:l .. d and 
1CII.\3~ v.tb lnw ~cq,f. 
lt-23-t I«Jfiv•rs 
li:Wlb\.mE w V.:IB ~F"tif~C<tw cklie• a '-"'U9t' 
kt.'d ~ thou l'lllil a lol!k 0. "-" all r•c•iM5 i'wl. 
~ itmllol:lo '"' zallt \IE~ i>nd z .. l'•'. lD *>'liArs 
~ k> rn. ~'01 itlju• a• ""' "" £14.~1.4.m£ <100 
v J$ krliils. 
Tho ~rlitf irpls wilhMod an itlj:U <::trori9~ f.¥! 
11:> •1~'1 .:>nd pto\il:b illfU tonnlnaling r~•rs wiJr 
rnrrinol ~k!l 'll!i.la~. Tho ~oll~•l$ imFI~nct~ i)~ 1 
inl¢1f"•ll:llion ol tho 14u!l <ondilion' ol \1.211 and 
£WJ~.;mt 
~ H~ lllp<l!lm.> ~(I;;} Lf.M· 1.; ' 
ff~ Hl;jl~in» 
M.tJ:J:!> tcw H~ lllJ>'din» 
- 14§1 f.I:JiJ> 
MI.(!;!> l..w tcw 
:.::"' lllp<dlll:< kw:llii lnlf 
-
lllf! 
MI.(! .I:) u~ ~ H~ lnp<llin» 
,:;;. ~ 




Input DC voltage into pin 









3.74V to 1.26V 
No 
Low voltage 
